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Supplies: 

  

To purchase these supplies, visit my blog post and you can add it all to my online store. 

 

Measurements: 

● Pear Pizzaz cardstock: 

o 9" x 7"; on the 9" side, score at the 1", 4", 5" and 8". On the 7" side, score 

at the 1" and 6". 

o Scrap piece that fits long skinny label from the Seasonal Labels Dies 

o Scrap piece that fits the smaller of the two rectangular labels from the 

Seasonal Labels Dies 

● Silver Foil 12 x 12 Specialty Paper - 7" x 5"; on the 7" side, score at the 2 1/4", 3 

1/2" and 4 3/4" marks. 

● Real Red Piece: 1 ½” x 5” 

● DSP pieces: 

o 4 ¾” x 2 ¾” 

o 5 pieces that measure 1” x 3 ¼” 

o Scrap piece that fits larger of the two rectangular labels from the Seasonal 

Labels Dies 

● Basic White scraps for greens, holly, and berries 

 

Instructions: 

1. Taking the pear pizzaz main piece, cut along the score lines on the eight 

highlighted yellow lines just until the score lines intersect: 

https://thelatenightstamper.com/?p=1271


 

 
 

2. Place two strips of Tear & Tape on each of the six tabs: 

 
3. Flip the card stock over and fold inward along all the score lines.  

 



 

4. Remove the Tear & Tape backing and bring the tabs together to form a box with 

an attached lid. 

5. To make the gift card insert, take the 7" x 5" piece of Silver Foil that you’ve 

scored on the 7” side at 2 1/4", 3 1/2" and 4 3/4". Fold in half at the 3 ½” line, and 

using the smaller of the two rectangular labels from the Seasonal Labels Dies, 

cut a half a label along the fold so you have a hole in the middle of your foil 

piece.  

 
6. To make the gift card slot, flip the cardstock over to work on the back side. Draw 

a pencil line across the short width of the cardstock at the 3 3/4" mark (see blue 

line). Then make a mark along the pencil line 3/4" in from each side (see red 

dots).  

 



 

7. Then using your snips, cut on both sides of the pencil mark to make a little 

groove for your gift card. 

 
8. Add Tear & Tape to the top and bottom of the back. Flip silver piece back over, 

fold on the outer score lines the opposite direction to make the box insert. Here’s 

this photo again of this insert after the slots have been made and folds have 

been burnished: 

  
9. Remove backing from Tear & Tape and adhere to the inside of your box. 

10. Take 5 Hershey Nuggets and cover with the DSP strips. Adhere these to the 

Real Red strip and glue to the inside of your box. 



 

 

 
11. Stamp sentiment on small rectangular Pear Pizzaz label, adhere to DSP larger 

rectangular label and adhere to the inside of the top of your box lid. 



 

 
12. Decorate the front! I used different color greens with the evergreen stamps and 

dies, added holly leaves and berries, and Christmas berry sprigs. I stamped my 

greeting on the pear pizzaz skinny label in Evening Evergreen. I ran the label 



 

again through the emboss machine to add the little slots for my ribbon. Adhere 

everything to the top!  

 
 

This sheet is provided for you by: 

Kelly Taranto, Independent Demonstrator, Stampin’ Up!®, Title: Silver 

Contact: kelly@thelatenightstamper.com 

Click here to shop and for more information and inspiration, visit my website: 

thelatenightstamper.com 
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